CITY OF BATAVIA
100 N. Island Ave., Batavia, IL 60510
(630) 454-2000
www.cityofbatavia.net
PLAN COMMISSION
AGENDA
Wednesday, January 15, 2020
7:00 PM
City Council Chambers - First Floor

1. Call To Order
2. Roll Call
3. Items Removed/Added/Changed
4. Approval Of Minutes
l

November 20, 2019

Documents:
PC 11-20-19.PDF
5. Public Hearing: Conditional Use Permit For A Video Gaming Establishment In The GC
General Commercial District
Funway, 1335 South River Street
Windmill City Entertainment, Applicant
Documents:
PC-FUNWAY-01-09-20.PDF
6. Edge Fitness, 301 North Randall Road
l

l

Public Hearing: Conditional Use for a Recreational Facility, Indoor - Large Scale
in the GC General Commercial District
Administrative Design Review for Building Alterations and Signs

KIR Batavia 051, LLC, applicant
Documents:
PC EDGE FITNESS ATTACH.PDF
7. Matters From The Public (For Items Not On The Agenda)
8. Other Business
9. Adjournment
Plan Commission
Tom Gosselin
Sara Harms
Joan Joseph
Tom LaLonde, Chair

9. Adjournment
Plan Commission
Tom Gosselin
Sara Harms
Joan Joseph
Tom LaLonde, Chair
Sue Peterson
Gene Schneider, Vice-Chair
Susan Stark

MINUTES
November 20, 2019
Plan Commission
City of Batavia
PLEASE NOTE: These minutes are not a word-for-word transcription of the statements made at
the meeting, nor intended to be a comprehensive review of all discussions. They are intended to
make an official record of the actions taken by the Committee/City Council, and to include some
description of discussion points as understood by the minute-taker. They may not reference some
of the individual attendee’s comments, nor the complete comments if referenced.
1. Meeting Called to Order for the Plan Commission Meeting
Chair LaLonde called the meeting to order at 7:00pm.
2.

Roll Call:

Members Present:

Chair LaLonde; Vice-Chair Schneider; Commissioners Stark, Harms,
Joseph, Peterson, Gosselin

Members Absent:
Also Present:

Drew Rackow, Planner; and Jennifer Austin-Smith, Recording
Secretary

3. Items to be Removed, Added or Changed
There were no items to be removed, added or changed.
4.

Approval of Minutes: October 2, 2019 and November 6, 2019

Motion:
Maker:
Second:

To approve the minutes from October 2 and November 6
Stark
Schneider

Discussion was held on the motion. Chair LaLonde asked that the address be corrected for John
Dryden on the October 2nd minutes. LaLonde asked that the November 6th minutes reflect the
discussion that the Chair of the Plan Commission/Zoning Board of Appeals does not have to swear
people in per legal counsel.
Motion:
Maker:
Second:
Voice Vote:
5.

To approve the minutes from October 2 and November 6 as edited
Stark
Schneider
7 Ayes, 0 Nays, 0 Absent
Motion carried.

PUBLIC HEARING: Amending the Text of the Zoning Code
Chapter 2.1: Single Family Residential Districts
Chapter 4.2: Off-Street Parking and Loading Regulations
Chapter 5.5: Variances
City of Batavia, Applicant
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Motion:
Maker:
Second:
Voice Vote:

To open the Public Hearing
Harms
Joseph
7 Ayes, 0 Nays, 0 Absent
Motion carried.

The Public Hearing was opened at 7:03pm.
Rackow updated Plan Commission (PC) on the potential changes to the text of the Zoning Code
regarding bee keeping as provided in staff’s memo. The Commission discussed the modifications.
The consensus of the PC was that beehives should follow the accessory structure setbacks, so as
to not have beehives next to property lines and rights of way.
Motion:

To recommend for the beekeeping requirements to limit to rear yard only and apply
the accessory building setbacks
Maker:
Joseph
Second:
Schneider
Roll Call Vote:
Aye: Joseph, LaLonde, Schneider, Peterson, Gosselin, Stark, and Harms
Nay: None
7-0 Vote, 0 Absent, Motion carried.
The PC discussed the industrial properties parking lot standards. He noted that the City Council
discussed their preference to allow a reduced parking lot island ratio when other environmental
improvements are made. Rackow explained that the Light Industrial/General Industrial (LI/GI)
industrial parking island per parking space ratio are proposed to be revised back to 1 per 10 spaces,
with an allowance to use a ratio of 1 island for 15 spaces when permeable pavers are provided for
at least two spaces per island removed. The original reduction was made as tend to be fewer
visitors at such sites. Rackow noted that the Environmental Commission supported the change.
The PC discussed the permeable pavers and their stormwater benefits and longevity.
Motion:
To approve the employment district parking proposed language as written
Maker:
Joseph
Second:
Stark
Roll Call Vote:
Aye: Joseph, LaLonde, Schneider, Peterson, Gosselin, Stark, and Harms
Nay: None
7-0 Vote, 0 Absent, Motion carried.
The Commission discussed the Variances section of the Zoning Code and the modifications to the
Findings of Fact. Rackow reported the City Attorney has drafted recommended revisions to
Chapter 5.5 based on current case law. It is legal counsel’s opinion that because Batavia is a Home
Rule Community and the ZBA is not the final decision authority, the ZBA has greater latitude in
making recommendations. The proposed changes to Chapter 5.5 would amend the procedures to
include a more relevant set of Findings. The Findings would be revised to delete Finding C, which
is specific for Use Variances, which are prohibited under the Zoning Code. Finding E would be
revised to use language more specific to state statute. It is recommended that Criteria B only
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applies to the actions of the current owner. The City Attorney does recommend that the Code
impose a standard that 3 of the 4 findings be met in the affirmative, in order to assure that variances
determinations are made, based in part on meeting the findings. The application procedures would
be updated to reflect these revised findings.
The PC discussed the wording of the revised findings. Chair LaLonde asked why there is a
language change of removing the wording ‘previous property owner.’ Rackow answered removing
‘previous property owner’ may help some applicants because if the previous owner created the
situation that should not be the reason to be denied the variance. Chair LaLonde requested staff
add the word ‘not’ back into item D of the required findings. Gosselin stated the three out of four
approval, as he would look at it, that if we can only say yes to one or two of them we should not
approve. If we have the minimum of three or all four in the affirmative we would approve. He
would think that if we had three but the four was a really big issue we could still vote against it
even though we had the other three. Gosselin stated that if only one of them are yes and three are
no, it would be bad practice to regularly recommend for approval. Rackow agreed and added that
we certainly do not want the situation where one could question the motive for granting the
variance. There has to be some standard in which we could point to for the decision making
process.
Motion:
Maker:
Second:
Voice Vote:

To close the Public Hearing
Harms
Stark
7 Ayes, 0 Nays, 0 Absent
Motion carried.

The Public Hearing closed at 7:45pm.
Motion:

To accept the modified language to Chapter 5.5 Variances with the edit to D of the
findings to add the word ‘not’ back in
Maker:
Schneider
Second:
Peterson
Roll Call Vote:
Aye: Schneider, Peterson, Gosselin, Stark, Harms, Joseph, LaLonde
Nay:
7-0 Vote, 0 Absent, Motion carried.
6. Matters from the Public (for items NOT on the agenda)
There were no matters from the public.
7. Other Business
Joseph asked if the addition for the Holy Cross Church addition would be brought in front of the
PC. Rackow stated that he would look into that. He added that staff approval only is needed for
work that is not street facing and minimal size.
Schneider asked about Raising Cane’s restaurant. Rackow stated that they missed their intended
opening date but they are moving forward. Schneider commented that the construction has been
taking a long time.
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Chair LaLonde asked about the three-car garage residence on Lincoln. He asked why it didn’t
come before the Commission for approval. Rackow answered that it met the code at the time. The
City did make changes to minimum standards to size recently. Chair LaLonde commented that the
accessory structure is almost the same size as main structure. He added that it is a nice looking
garage.
Rackow announced that there will be a December 3, 2019 PC meeting. There will be Public
Hearings for a Zoning Map amendment, a variance from the sign code, and a Conditional Use.
8. Adjournment
There being no other business to discuss, Chair LaLonde asked for a motion to adjourn the Plan
Commission. Peterson moved to adjourn the meeting, Schneider seconded. The motion carried.
The meeting was adjourned at 7:54pm.

Minutes submitted by Jennifer Austin-Smith, Recording Secretary, on November 22, 2019.

CITY OF BATAVIA
DATE:

January 9, 2020

TO:

Plan Commission

FROM:

Drew Rackow AICP, Planner

SUBJECT: Public Hearing: Conditional Use for a Video Gaming Establishment in the GC, General
Commercial District
Funway, 1335 South River Street
Windmill City Entertainment, Applicant
Background and Information Provided by the Applicant
At the October 29, 2019 Committee of the Whole (COW) meeting the COW discussed the possible expansion of
Video Gaming (gambling) licensing to the E-3 (bowling and amusement centers) liquor license class. Bob Hansen of
Windmill City Entertainment (Funway) requested consideration of such a change that would allow Funway to operate
video gaming machines. The COW concluded that an expansion of gaming to the E-3 class would effectively add
one additional business to the locations where gambling is permitted. It was the consensus of the COW that such a
limited expansion of licensing should be allowed. On December 2, 2019, the City Council approved Ordinance 1977, to make E-3 Liquor License holders eligible to operate a video gaming establishment, subject to the licensing
requirements of Title 3 of the City Code and approval of a Conditional Use.
Funway is zoned GC-PD, General Commercial with a Planned Development Overlay District. Video Gaming is a
Conditional Use in this Zoning District. The property received a Conditional Use for an Entertainment and
Recreation Indoor, Large Scale Use and Design Review approval for an expansion in 2018, with work being
completed in 2019.
The floor plan provided with the current application locates the proposed gaming machines on the lower level of the
building in the bar area, displacing an existing storage room. In his application narrative, Mr. Hansen notes that the
video gaming area would have a lockable door restricting access to the area when gaming is not available to
customers, such as when school events are scheduled. The on-duty bartender would supervise the gaming area, and
security cameras would be installed and monitored. Mr. Hansen also notes that all staff would be educated on
policies and procedures related to the operation of the video gaming area.
Staff Analysis
The Conditional Use requirement for gaming was added in 2018 to allow for an additional level of oversight for
proposed gaming establishments in the City. The City Code requires that establishments have a liquor license in
good standing for a period of one year prior to application for a gaming license. The conditional use allows for a
unique review of each new location, with the ability to impose reasonable operational conditions unique to each
business.
Mr. Hansen’s narrative indicates installation of six terminals. Batavia’s license only allows up to five terminals.
Staff has included a condition that the use remains in compliance with local and state licensing meaning that the
stricter of the two prevails in all cases. Staff agrees that controlling access is essential for the proposed use at
Funway. The state and Batavia regulations require separation from other use areas. Batavia regulations also specify
that gaming machines must be separated from other amusement devices (non-gambling machines). It is appropriate
to limit gaming devices to an area that already limit access to minors. The proposed location allows for oversight of
patrons entering and exiting the space, consistent with regulations. State law requires that gaming only be allowed
during hours when liquor service is provided. Staff believes that gaming can be compatible with the other uses of
Funway, if it controlled and monitored appropriately. As proposed, staff believes that adequate separation would be
provided.

In reviewing and recommending a Conditional Use, the Plan Commission must review and make findings, as
required under Section 5.403 of the Zoning Code. Below are the findings that include staff’s analysis of each.

Findings
1. The proposed use will not be detrimental to health, safety, or general welfare of persons living or
working in the vicinity, to adjacent property, to the neighborhood, or to the public in general;
FINDING: The proposed use would be only one of several activities on the site, and be subordinate to
the larger Entertainment and Recreation, Indoor Large Scale use on the property. The proposed use
would not negatively affect persons working or living in the vicinity or adjacent or nearby properties,
provided that adequate access, control and supervision are utilized for the video gambling area.
2. The proposed use, as conditioned, conforms with the purposes, intent, and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan and any applicable area, neighborhood, or other plan adopted by the City Council;
FINDING: The Comprehensive Plan seeks to maintain and strengthen retail areas. As conditioned, the
proposed use, would provide an additional type of entertainment to the mix of uses on the property.
3. The proposed use conforms with the conditions, requirements, or standards required by the Zoning Code
and any other applicable local, State, or Federal requirements;
FINDING: The proposed use is an allowed use in the GC District with approval of a conditional use
permit. As conditioned, it would conform to requirements of the Zoning Code and applicable
government requirements, including seeking necessary licensing subsequent to this action.
4. The proposed use, as conditioned, would not unreasonably interfere with the use and enjoyment of
nearby properties.
FINDING: As conditioned, the proposed use would not interfere with the use and enjoyment of nearby
properties provided that adequate access, control and supervision are utilized for the video gambling
area.
Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends the Plan Commission open and conduct the Public Hearing. Once all members of the public have
spoken, and no further testimony or information is necessary for the Plan Commission, it may close the Public
Hearing. At the conclusion of the Public Hearing, the following actions are recommended:
1. Adopt Findings for the Conditional Use Permit
2. Recommend approval of the requested Conditional Use Permit, subject to the following conditions:
a. The applicant shall at all times be in compliance with Title 3, Chapter 26 of the Batavia
Municipal Code and State Licensing Requirements. Failure to comply shall be grounds for
revocation of the Conditional Use.
b. The Conditional Use be granted solely to Windmill City Entertainment Inc., so long as the use
remains subordinate to the Entertainment and Recreation, Indoor Large Scale use.
c. That the video gaming area be in compliance with the floor plan as submitted as part of this
application. Any relocation of the gaming area shall require review and approval by the
City Council.
d. Operation of the gaming area shall only occur during hours when liquor service is available
from the bar area.
Attachment: Conditional Use Application Package
c

Mayor and City Council
Department Heads
Bob Hansen, Applicant
Media
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CITY OF BATAVIA
DATE:

January 9, 2020

TO:

Plan Commission

FROM:

Joel Strassman, Planning and Zoning Officer

SUBJECT:

1. PUBLIC HEARING: Conditional Use for a Recreational Facility, Indoor - Large Scale in
the GC General Commercial District
2. Administrative Design Review for Building Alterations and Signs
Edge Fitness, 301 North Randall Road, KIR Batavia 051, LLC, applicant

Background and Summary of Information from Applicant: A public hearing is scheduled for the January
15th Plan Commission meeting to consider a conditional use to allow a large indoor recreational facility in the
Wind Point Shopping Center. The lease space is currently home to Buy Buy Baby that will vacate the space at
the end of this month. The property is zoned GC General Commercial, a zoning district that allows a
Recreational Facility, Indoor - Large Scale as a Conditional Use. Edge Fitness, a health club, is the proposed
tenant.
Applicant KIR Batavia 051 is a subsidiary of Kimco Realty Corporation. The attached material submitted in
support of the application identifies Edge Fitness as providing a “club” experience offering a variety of healthwellness activities including individual machines, classes, and personal training. The facility would occupy
approximately 34,600 square feet and employ approximately 25 persons, most full-time. The facility will be
open 24-hours, except for reduced hours Friday night through Monday morning.
The storefront would be updated with a wall sign, red detailing, and accent light fixtures. Windows would be
added to both sides of the entry overhang. Windows to serve the interior’s mezzanine level would be added on
the rear elevation. Replacement tenant panels are proposed for the site’s freestanding signs.
Kimco notes that with Edge Fitness, the building containing this lease space would have 15% non-retail
occupancy, below the allowed GC District maximum of 25%. While Edge Fitness is not a retail business that is
preferred in the GC District by the Batavia Comprehensive Plan, it will bring potential retail customers to the
area, helping the viability of the retail corridor as sought in the Comprehensive Plan. It is a destination use that
is unaffected by e-commerce. Edge Fitness will have minimal truck deliveries as compared to retail resulting in
less noise to the residential area to the west. Parking supply exceeds what is required for the proposed use.
Staff Analysis: The City has not experienced negative effects from having fitness uses in the Randall Road
corridor. These businesses have been compatible with other uses in the GC District. The issue of retail vs. nonretail occupancy has been addressed by the City Council’s approval of the 2014 Zoning Code amendment that
capped the amount of non-retail uses in GC District multi-tenant buildings to 25%. Parking supply on the
property complies with the Zoning Code’s requirement. Staff feels that generally, Comprehensive Plan goals
and policies addressing commerce on Randall Road would be met with the proposed business.
With the Commission’s review of the Conditional Use, it is appropriate to refer the Administrative Design
Review to the Commission. Proposed building elevation changes enhance the building for the proposed use.
Wall signage complies with Zoning Code requirements. The Commission’s Standard Design Review Criteria
for Commercial and Institutional Projects states that internally illuminated freestanding signs have opaque
backgrounds; there is no specification regarding opacity on the sign plans. The Commission can require opacity
a condition of administrative design review approval.
As with all proposed conditional uses, the use is essentially allowed, but through the conditional use approval
process, the City can impose reasonable operational conditions. Consistent with other approvals, if approved,
this Conditional Use should be granted to the Edge Fitness in the specified lease space located at 301 North
Randall Road. Batavia staff is not concerned with the proposed hours of operation if the facility is always
staffed. For other times there should be exclusive membership card entry. The Commission can recommend
these limitations as conditions for approval.
It is City policy that sidewalks be located on both sides of streets; this is most important where sidewalks serve
schools, parks, employment areas, and public transit areas. Most of Wind Point Shopping Center does not have
Randall Road sidewalk, including from the bus stop near Mill Street through the south end of the shopping
center. With this Conditional Use approval, the Commission can recommend, and the City Council can require

installation of sidewalk for the 141-foot Randall Road frontage for the parcel of land on which the lease space is
located. Since it is unknown when connecting sidewalks would be built, an alternative to requiring installation is
to require a fee-in-lieu of sidewalk installation be paid with issuance of a building permit for tenant
improvements. The fee-in lieu would be used for sidewalk improvements in the City. Staff feels the
Commission should include a condition of approval that a payment in the amount of $10,575 ($15/square foot of
sidewalk) be required for the sidewalk in-lieu fee.
In reviewing and recommending a Conditional Use, the Plan Commission must arrive at findings required by
Section 5.403.A in Zoning Code Chapter 5.4: Use Permits. Listed below are the required findings and staff
analysis of each.
1. The proposed use will not be detrimental to health, safety, or general welfare of persons living or
working in the vicinity, to adjacent property, to the neighborhood, or to the public in general.
FINDING: As proposed and conditioned, Edge Fitness would operate compatibly with the surrounding
area and not be detrimental to health, safety, or general welfare of persons in the area. All Zoning Code
requirements would be met.
2. The proposed use, as conditioned, conforms with the purposes, intent, and policies of the
Comprehensive Plan and any applicable area, neighborhood, or other plan adopted by the City Council.
FINDING: Goal 1 of the Batavia Comprehensive Plan’s Land Use Element stresses the need to balance
land uses and maintain commerce areas. The Plan’s Economic Development & Redevelopment Element
identifies the need to broaden land uses in the Randall Road corridor. The proposed use would
complement the existing neighboring business and serve residents of Batavia.
3. The proposed use conforms with the conditions, requirements, or standards required by the Zoning
Code and any other applicable local, State, or Federal requirements.
FINDING: The proposed use is a use that is allowed with conditional use approval. The business
would operate in accordance with applicable laws.
4. The proposed use, as conditioned, would not unreasonably interfere with the enjoyment of nearby
properties.
FINDING: As conditioned for approval, the proposed use would not interfere with the enjoyment of
nearby properties.
Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends the following actions:
1. The Plan Commission open, conduct, and close the public hearing, and concurrently conduct
Administrative Design Review.
2. The Plan Commission adopt Findings of Approval for the Conditional Use Permit.
3. Recommend approval to the City Council of a Conditional Use Permit for a Recreational Facility,
Indoor - Large Scale, located at 301 North Randall Road, subject to the following conditions:
a. Approval is granted to Edge Fitness to operate a Recreational Facility, Indoor - Large Scale
establishment in the approximately 34,600 square feet lease space and is not transferrable.
b. Edge Fitness shall staff the facility at all times or exclusively use a membership card system to enter
the premises when not staffed.
c. Payment to the City in the amount of $10,575 for a sidewalk installation in-lieu fee with issuance of
the tenant improvement building permit.
4. Approve Administrative Design Review for Edge Fitness, 301 North Randall Road per the provided
elevation and sign plans, subject to the freestanding sign panels having opaque backgrounds.
Attachment: Edge Fitness application material
c

Mayor and City Council
Department Heads
Chris Ciminello, KIR Batavia 051/Kimco Realty Corp., applicant
Bernard Citron, Thompson Coburn LLP
Media
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5” Wall Mount Cylinder

Catalog #:

Type:

Project:

Date:

Round or Square

Notes:

35W LED Downlight

5”

Electrical Data (In two directions - up and down) / (In one direction)

6-1/2”

11-1/4”

1-1/4”
4-1/2”
6-3/4”

CCT

CRI

Wattage

Source Lumens

Delivered Lumens

Efficacy

2700K
3000K
3500K
4000K

90 CRI
90 CRI
90 CRI
80 CRI

17.5 / 35W
17.5 / 35W
17.5 / 35W
17.5 / 35W

1490 / 2985lm
1715 / 3435lm
1715 / 3435lm
2120 / 4245lm

1149 / 2299lm
1322 / 2644lm
1322 / 2644lm
1633 / 3266lm

66lpw
76lpw
76lpw
93lpw

Multiplier for Delivered Lumens
Wattage

10

15

20

25

30

35

Multiplier

0.34

0.5

0.61

0.73

0.81

1

Specifications

ABL (Aegean Blue)

PNA (Painted Natural Aluminum)

BB

(Burnished Bronze)

PNC (Painted Natural Copper)

BK

(Gloss Black)

RD

(Red)

BLU (Blue)

SGR (Sage Green)

DVG (Dove Gray)

SND (Sand)

FLG (Flannel Gray)

SS

GA

TBZ (Textured Bronze)

(Galvanized)

(Satin Silver)

GWT (Gloss White)

TGP (Textured Graphite)

LG

(Lime Green)

TNG (Tangerine)

MB

(Matte Black)

TTL

(Tahitian Teal)

WT

(Semi Gloss White)

Mounting
Square 6-1/2” x 4-1/2” x 1-1/4” canopy
included with standard universal dim
driver.
(7-1/2” x 6” x 1-1/4” canopy included
with Lutron and eldoLED drivers)

Field Replaceable Dimming Driver
• Multiple dimming drivers available
• Power factor > 0.9, 50/60Hz

Finishes
Available in 22 standard finishes with
optional coastal coating to protect finish
in coastal environments.

Downlight Cylinder
• Two LEDs split one driver to offer half
illumination up and half illumination
down
• Utilizes one LED to illuminate in one
direction

Listing / Warranty
• Five (5) year limited warranty
• UL listed to US and Canadian
standards for wet locations

LI

MI

5

YEAR

TED

TY

W
TED ARRAN
MI

LI

MBL (Midnight Blue)

Field Replaceable LED Light Engine
• 35W LED with 2 SDCM binning (RGBW
LED option also available)
• 2700K, 3000K and 3500K at 90 CRI /
4000K at 80 CRI
• 10º, 30º, 50º and 80º optics

WET
NT

Y

STANDARD FINISHES

WA R R A

LOCATION

Order Matrix
5” Wall Mount Cylinder (Example: LW5-30-35-10-BK-2-S)
Series

Wattage

Round
LWU5
LWD5
LWUD5

(Up)
(Down)
(Up and Down)

Square
SLWU5 (Up)
SLWD5 (Down)
SLWUD5 (Up and Down)

CCT / CRI

-10
-15
-20
-25
-30
-35

-27
-30
-35
-40

Optic

(2700K / 90 CRI)
(3000K / 90 CRI)
(3500K / 90 CRI)
(4000K / 80 CRI)

-10
-30
-50
-80

Finish
-ABL
-BB
-BK
-BLU
-DVG
-FLG
-GA
-GWT
-LG
-MBL
-MB
-PNA
-PNC
-RD
-SGR
-SND
-SS
-TBZ
-TGP
-TNG
-TTL
-WT

Coastal Coating Option

Rev

Driver

(blank) (No coating)
-C
(Coating)

-2

-S2

(Aegean Blue)
(Burnished Bronze)
(Gloss Black)
(Blue)
(Dove Gray)
(Flannel Gray)
(Galvanized)
(Gloss White)
(Lime Green)
(Midnight Blue)
(Matte Black)
(Painted Natural Aluminum)
(Painted Natural Copper)
(Red)
(Sage Green)
(Sand)
(Satin Silver)
(Textured Bronze)
(Textured Graphite)
(Tangerine)
(Tahitian Teal)
(Semi Gloss White)

-L11
-L21
-L31
-EL11
-EL21
-DMX1

(ERP, Universal Dim, Triac/ELV/0-10V
10% 120-277V)
(Lutron Hi-lume® 2-Wire 1% 120V)
(Lutron EcoSystem® 5% 120-277V)
(Lutron Hi-lume® Fade-to-Black
1% 120-277V)
(eldoLED DALI 1% 120-277V)
(eldoLED 0-10V 1% 120-277V)
(DMX 1% 120-277V)

1. Includes larger canopy
2. Forward and reverse dimming at 120V only

Emergency
EM-1003 (35W LED Remote Inverter)
EM-1004 (50W LED Remote Inverter)

Spec-00233

Optic
EDL5-10-OPTIC-1
EDL5-30-OPTIC-1
EDL5-50-OPTIC-1
EDL5-80-OPTIC-1

Revised 11/13/2019

14508 Nelson Ave. City of Industry, CA 91744 • tel: 626.336.4511 • fax: 626.330.4266 • www.csllighting.com
©2019 Creative Systems Lighting, A Division of Troy-CSL Lighting, Inc.
All rights reserved. Subject to change without notice.

(10º Spot)
(30º Spot)
(50º Spot)
(80º Spot)

Edge ﬁtness_Batavia IL_new signs_V2_12-6-19

301 N Randall Rd Batavia IL

SCOPE OF WORK
1.Manufacture and install channel letters
White face/Red face
Black Trim
Black coil

SURVEY REQUIRED

5/8’’ PLYWOOD

STEEL STUDS

STUCCO

CHANEL LETTERS
.040” AL UMINUM RETURNS
PAINTED BLACK

3/8’’ TROUGH BOLT
NUTS AND WASHERS

BLACK TRIMCAPS
LOW VOLTAGE 120 LED
MODULES POWERED BY
LOW VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY 120V.

3/16” WHITE PLEX FACE
W/ APPLIED VINYL
(SEE ABOVE CALL OUTS)

AREA: 279 SF

.063" AL UMINUM BACK

1/4” DIA DR AIN HOLE W/
LIGHT BAFFLE (2 PER LTR)

PROPOSED
scale 1/16’=1’
EXISTING WALL

ELECTRICAL TO POWER
SUPPLY IN FLEXIBLE
CONDUIT
J-BOX APPROVED CUT-OFF
SWITCH TO BE VISIBLE FROM
L.E.D. POWER SUPPLY. ELECTRICAL TO BOX AND FINL
HOOK-UP BY G.C. ELECTRICIAN
(120V -20 AMP CIR CUIT)

SIGN MOUNTING DETAIL

EXISTING

1

1
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301 N Randall Rd Batavia IL

PYLON #1

1

SURVEY REQUIRED

SCOPE OF WORK
PROPOSED

1. Manufacture and install new tenant vinyl
for double side pylon sign

EXISTING

1

Edge ﬁtness_Batavia IL_new signs_V2_12-6-19

301 N Randall Rd Batavia IL

PYLON #2

1

SURVEY REQUIRED

SCOPE OF WORK
PROPOSED

1. Manufacture and install new tenant vinyl
for double side pylon sign

EXISTING

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Project

J

THE EDGE FITNESS
301 North Randall rd.
Batavia, IL
Project No:
19-42-01
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